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Special Collaboration Week
EVENT INFORMATION
Special workshops and pop up shops with Japanese traditional metal knitting brand
KANAAMI-TSUJI at D.Bespoke from March 10-15, 2015.

【CONCEPT】
Toru Tsuji from KANAAMI-TSUJI draws on
the traditional craftsmanship of Kyo-Kanaami
(metal knitting), a technique used throughout
centuries for kitchen utensils, essential to
Kyoto cuisine.
“D.Bespoke”, managed by Daiki Kanetaka,
a world-class Japanese bartender, brings its
selection of beautifully crafted bar tools to life
with his sophisticated cocktails and drinks
drawn from traditional craftsmanship.
The two, Toru and Daiki, who bring their
skill and craftsmanship from Singapore to the
world, deliver the “spirit of the craftsmen” to
the children of the next generation.

【MENU】
1. Mar 10 tue-15 sun 18:00-24:00
Pop-up shop
2. Mar 10 tue-14 sat 18:00-24:00
Drink with craftsman
3. Mar 14 sat 17:00-19:00
Workshop for adult
4. Mar 15 sun 14:00-17:00
Workshop for kids
【ADDRESS】
D.Bespoke Bar & Gallery
2 Bukit Pasoh Singapore 089816
【CONTACT】
+65 8141 5741
reservation@dbespoke.sg
http://www.dbespoke.sg/
KANAAAMI-TSUJI
http://www.kanaamitsuji.net/
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【EVENT DETAILS】
Pop-up shop
:March 10 Tue - 15 Sun
KANAAMI-TSUJI holds a pop-up shop for a limited time only at
D.Bespoke’s gallery space. Popular line of products that are
several months in waiting, will be on display at the gallery.

Drinking with craftsman
: Mach 10 Tue - 14 Sat
Enjoy a drink with the craftsman himself, for a time of stories
and talks of passion for their products using special bar tools
created by KANAAMI-TSUJI for this event.

Workshop and talk session for adults
: March 14 Sat
Lampshades and bar tools specially crafted by KANAAMITSUJI for D.Bespoke. See, feel, and experience the traditional
craftsmanship of Kyo-Kanaami through the workshop.
For the craftsmen’s talk session, Toru Tsuji and Daiki Kanetaka
discuss their mutual passion and the future of “craftsmanship”.

Workshop for kids
: March 15 Sun
KANAAMI-TSUJI holds a workshop for kids. The artisan
himself from Kyoto delivers from hand to hand the importance
of “craftsmanship”. DB opens its doors for kids for a day. Asia’s
leading bartender provides the opportunity for kids to taste
special cocktails created for children with first class service.

